Paranormal

Bracken, Alexander. Dreadful Tale of Prosper Redding
Brant, Wendy. Zenn Diagram
Bruchac, Joseph. Skeleton Man (KIDS Scary Bruchac)
Crowe, Sara. Bone Jack (KIDS Scary Crowe)
Damico, Gina. Croak
Delany, Joseph. The Last Apprentice (KIDS Scary Delany)
Fisher, Catherine. Darkwater
Gaiman, Neil. Coraline (KIDS Scary Gaiman)
Hawkins, Rachel. Hex Hall
Laurie, Victoria. When
Lidh, Jessica. The Number 7
Maberry, Jonathan. Rot & Ruin
McHale, D.J. Curse of the Boggin (KIDS Scary McHale)
Monahan, Hillary. Mary: The Summoning
Norriss, Andrew. Friends for Life (KIDS Scary Norriss)
Priestley, Chris. The Dead of Winter
Summy, Barrie. The Disappearance of Emily H.
Vaught, Susan. Insanity

Nonfiction

Earl, Esther. This Star Won’t Go Out (YA Sticker in Adult RC280 T6 E27)
Forbes, Scott. How to Make a Planet (Children’s QE29 F67)
Goble, Fiona. Knit Your Own Planet (Teenspace TT174.3 G624)
Grady, Jennifer. It’s Catching: The Infectious World of Germs and Microbes (Children’s QR74.8 G37)
Howell, Dan & Lester Phil. Dan & Phil Go Outside (Teenspace PN 2597 H69 A3 2016)
Jennings, Jazz. Being Jazz: My Life as a (Transgender) Teen (Teenspace HQ 77.8 J47 A3 2016)
Marvel Encyclopedia (Children’s PN6725 M37)
McLachlan, Brian. Draw Out the Story: Ten Secrets to Creating Your Own Comics (Children’s PN6710 M35)
McDonogh, T. 101 Ways to Conquer Teen Anxiety (Teenspace RJ506 A58 M383 2016)
Salemi, Behnam. Robot Building for Teens (Teenspace TJ211 T33 S24)
Shields, Brian. 30 Years of Wrestlemania (Teenspace GV1196.25 S55)
Stelson, Caren. Sachiko: a Nagasaki bomb survivor’s story (Adult D 767.25 N3 S74 2016)
Super Scratch Programming Adventure (QA 76.76 C672 E1413 2012)
Unbored: The Essential Field Guide to Serious Fun (Teenspace GV 182.9 U68 2012)

GRAPHIC & MANGA

Brosgol, Vera. Be Prepared
Costa, Ben. Rickety Stitch & the Gelatinous Goo
Hale, Shannon. Real Friends (KIDS Graphic Hale)
Hesse, Tyson. Diesel: Ignition (KIDS Graphic Hesse)
Konami, Kanata. Chi’s Sweet Home
Larson, Hope. All Summer Long (KIDS Graphic Larson)
Loveness, Jeff. Groot
North, Ryan. The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl
O’Connor, George. The Olympians series (KIDS Graphic O’Connor)
Stevenson, Noelle. Lumberjanes (KIDS Graphic Stevenson)
Tynion IV, James. The Backstagers
Wang, Jen. The Prince and the Dressmaker

Books for Grades 7 and 8

Books are located in Teenspace unless otherwise noted.
Realistic Fiction
Abbott, Tony. *The Summer of Owen Todd* (KIDS Real Abbott)
Alexander, Kwame. *Crossover*
Anderson, Laurie Halse. *Fever 1793*
Barry, Dave. *Worst Class Trip Ever* (KIDS Real Barry)
Bauer, Joan. *Close to Famous* (KIDS Real Bauer)
Bolden, Tonya. *Crossing Ebenezer Creek*
Connor, Leslie. *Waiting for Normal*
Dessen, Sarah. *The Truth About Forever*
Eager, Lindsay. *Hour of the Bees* (KIDS Real Eager)
Feinstein, John. *The Walk On*
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. *Uprising*
Holt, K.A. *House Arrest*
Hughes, Mark Peter. *Lemonade Mouth*
Keating, Lucy. *Literally*
Korman, Gordon. *Ungifted* (KIDS RICBA Korman)
Koss, Amy Goldman. *Side Effects*
Lord, Cynthia. *Rules* (KIDS Real Lord)
Malone, Lee. *The Last Boy at St. Edith’s* (KIDS Real Malone)
Nicholls, Sally. *Ways to Live Forever* (KIDS Real Nicholls)
Northrup, Michael. *Surrounded by Sharks*
Oliver, Lauren. *Before I Fall*
Pla, Sally. *The Someday Birds* (KIDS Real Pla)
Schmidt, Gary D. *Okay for Now*
Sloan, Holly Goldberg. *Counting by 7’s*
Sloan, Holly Goldberg. *Short* (KIDS Real Sloan)
Thorne, Jenn Marie. *The Wrong Side of Right*
Vail, Rachel. *Well That Was Awkward*
Vanderpool, Clare. *Navigating Early* (KIDS RICBA Vanderpool)
Wein, Elizabeth. *Code Name Verity*

Fantasy
Baldacci, David. *The Finisher* (KIDS Fantasy Baldacci)
Berry, Julie. *The Amaranth Enchantment* (KIDS Fantasy Berry)
Blackwood, Sage. *Miss Elliot’s School for Magically Minded* (KIDS Fantasy Blackwood)
Bracken, Alexandra. *Dreadful Tale of Prosper Redding* (KIDS Fantasy Bracken)
Chima, Cindy Williams. *The Demon King*
Fisher, Catherine. *Incarceron*
Funke, Cornelia. *Inkheart*
Hardinge, Frances. *The Cuckoo Song*
Hardinge, Frances. *A Skinful of Shadows*
Hartman, Rachel. *Seraphina*
Hawkins, Rachel. *Rebel Belle*
Maguire, Gregory. *Egg and Spoon*
Moriarty, Jaclyn. *A Corner of White*
Nielsen, Jennifer. *The False Prince*
Pullman, Phillip. *The Golden Compass* (KIDS Fantasy Pullman)
Riordan, Rick. *The Lightning Thief* (KIDS Fantasy Riordan)
Salerni, Dianne. *The Eighth Day* (KIDS Fantasy Salerni)
Scott, Michael. *The Alchemyst*

Sci-Fi
Anderson, M.T. *Landscape With Invisible Hand*
Barnes, Jennifer. *Nobody*
Blackwood, Gary. *Curiosity* (KIDS Sci-Fi Blackwood)
Emerson, Kevin. *Last Day on Mars* (KIDS Sci-Fi Emerson)
Frost, Mark. *The Paladin Prophecy*

Mystery
Beil, Michael D. *The Red Blazer Girls* (KIDS Mystery Beil)
Carter, Ally. *Heist Society*
De Los Santos, Marisa. *Saving Lucas Biggs* (KIDS Mystery De Los)
Ecton, Emily. *The Ambrose Deception* (KIDS Mystery Ecton)
Gibb, Stuart. *Poached* (KIDS Mystery Gibb)
Giles, L. R. *Overturned*
Hall, Maggie. *The Conspiracy of Us*
Hannah, Andrea. *Of Scars and Stardust*
Henry, April. *The Body in the Woods*
Horowitz, Anthony. *Stormbreaker*
Jinks, Catherine. *Evil Genius*
Ringwald, Whitaker. *The Secret Cipher* (KIDS Mystery Ringwald)
Ruby, Laura. *The Shadow Cipher* (KIDS Mystery Ruby)
Sorrells, Walter. *Fake ID*
Turnage, Sheila. *Three Times Lucky* (KIDS Mystery Turnage)